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SJSU student found dead in airport parking lot
By Shelby Grad
Daily ate writer
Investigators have released no
new clues in the strangulation death
of a 38 -year-old SJSU student who
was found in her car at a San Jose
Airport parking lot Friday.
Cathy Dianne Zimmer, a wife and
mother of two teenagers, was last
seen alive leaving a class Wednesday afternoon at SJSU.
San Jose police are investigating
the case and interviewed witnesses
including people who knew her at
SJSU, according to homicide Sgt.

Preston Winters.
Zimmer’s body, clad in a blue knit
sweater and designer jeans. \s as
found on the back floor of her 1986
four-door Chrysler New Yorker.
A multi -colored quilt coy ered her
body, which was further hidden by a
reclined front seat, according to the
Santa Clara County coroner investigator’s report.
No identification was found on
Zimmer’s body. hut police were able
to recognize the victim from a photo
provided by her son, the report
stated.

car \A .is tound after family menibers

’We knevit there was no way she could
have run away. She’s a mother. We knew
something had gone wrong.’
A relative
There were no ohs ’oils sign, of injury on her body. Howe% er. a
"sticky material" was bound on her
face, hand and pants cuff.. the report
added.

of the victim

Zimmer’s car was parked near
Pole 7 in Parking Lot 2 at San Jose
Airport.
A close family member, who
asked not to he identified, said the

requested airport authorities to conduct a computer search of automobile license numbers at the lot.
Zimmer missed a 2:30 p.m. doctor’s appointment Wednesday, even
though she told friends at SJSU an
hour before that she intended to see
the doctor, the family member said.
She was reported missing Thursday morning by her son.
"She’s not the kind of person who
doesn’t come home," the unidentified relative said.
We knew there was no way she

could have run away," the relative
continued. "She’s a mother. We
knew something had gone wrong."
Zimmer, a business major, transferred to SJSU two semesters ago
from De Ann College. She was interested in going into the real estate
business, the family member said.
Private funeral services will he
held today at an undisclosed location.
Winters declined to discuss any
further details about the case but encouraged anyone with information to
call him at (408)277-5283.

Election violations
will not disqualify
A.S. candidates

Moral dilemma

By Joel Beers

sides.
REAL candidates strongly objected to independent signs Ova did
not support a candidate but urged
voters to elect "anyone but REAL."
Independents, however, objected to
a flyer that implied independent candidates had ties with the swastika inAlthough the exact nature of the cident.
Although he could not comment
complaints is restricted to the parties
involved, Election Board Chairman on whether any of the complaints
Micah Harrel said most of them dealt stemmed from these incidents. Harwith the placement of signs and cam- rel did say most "were along those
lines."
paign literature.
Neither Harrel nor A.S. adviser
All the violations have been dealt
with, he said, and none were severe Jim Cellini could remember how
many complaints were filed last
enough to result in disqualifications.
The entire A.S. campaign was year.
Three steps are taken in filing
criticized by both REAL and independent candidates as being unpro- complaints. First, a complaint is
fessional and resorting to mudsling- filed by either a candidate or student
involved in the election. Next, the
ing, rather than focusing on issues.
election board, which consists of I()
Swastikas were painted on seven members, reviews the complaint. FiREAL signs two days before the nally, the board decides whether a
election, the same day A.S. Presi- violation has occurred and what
dent Terry McCarthy accused inde- steps should he taken.
Candidate disqualifications. the
pendent candidate Dave Fuller of
using signs stolen from Mc(’arthy’s most severe step the board can take,
are not that uncommon. Harrel said.
garage.
Additionally, much of the wordHe added that the board never dising on campaign signs and flyers cussed any disqualifications this
drew heayy criticism from both year.
Daily staff writer

More than 20 election violation
complaints were filed over the
course of last week’s Associated
Student elections, but none will result in disqualifications, election officials said.

Brian Baer

Special to the Daily

Oakland police arrest an anti-abortion activist, photo
above, as protesters shut down an Oakland family
planning clinic Saturday morning. A supporter of prochoice screams her views at an Operation Rescue
member, photo left, just before 60 demonstrators were
hauled away. The opponents hurled chants, insults and
sometimes blows at each other during the protest.
Operation Rescue is a nationwide organization
attempting to close down the country’s abortion clinics.
A month ago, 13 members of the Santa Clara County
chapter of Operation Rescue were jailed following an
attempt to block a Sunnyvale abortion clinic. Two
weeks ago, a federal judge issued a temporary
restraining order to anti -abortion activists to stop
blockading California medical clinics where abortions
are performed legally.
Joe Villann Special to

the Daily

Candidates prepare for run-off election
By Mary R. Callahan
Daily staff writer
Yogi Chugh of the Responsible
Alliance party and independent Gina
Sutherst will face each other in a
run-off election for director of students rights and responsibilities
Wednesday and Thursday.
Three candidates ran for the office
in the general election last week.
To win, a candidate must obtain
more than 50 percent of the vote.
according to Associated Students
election regulations. If none of the
candidates gets the required major-

ity, a run-off election between the
two leading candidates is held.
Last week, Sutherst Caine in first
with 895 votes, or about 48 percent
of the total, compared to Chugh’s
642 votes and independent Cid Galindo’s 324 votes, said Jim Cellini,
A.S. adviser,
Chugh, currently executive assistant to A.S. President Terry McCarthy, campaigned last month onREAL’s platform of improved child
care, educational equity and promotion of alternative transportation.
Additionally. Chugh addressed

the problems of student apathy and
non-involvement.
"I think it’s high time all students
got involved.’ he said.
An A.S. supported by the students
is in a better position to influence
and negotiate with university administrators, he said.
If elected, he intends to work with
the director of communications and
the public relations person to spread
the word that students have viable
representation on campus.
"I’m going to fight for your
rights," Chugh said.

As students rights and responsibilities director. Chugh would act as
liaison between students and the
AS., the A.S. and the university
ombudsman, and students and the
university administration, he said.

Sutherst, a former member of the
women’s field hockey team. experienced a denial of her rights when the
university cut four minor sports last
May, she said.
Sutherst said she now knows how
See RUN-OFF. hack page

Black ribbons around campus trees honor POW’s
By Matthew I). Anderson

in action.
As a U.S. Navy pilot, Jimmy flew
This one last thing I ask in your 148 missions on the carrier Midway.
name.
On his first mission from the carrier
Please God. place these men in Coral Sea, he never came back.
Heaven’s Hall of Fame.
This week on campus, ribbons are
- - Unknown Vietnam soldier
tied around trees. Not the yellow ribbons Tony Orlando and Dawn sang
Judy Trabor started praying Sept about, hut black ribbons. These will
21, 1966. That’s the day her family symbolize the awareness needed for
was broken up. when her older the POW/MIA’s like Jimmy who are
brother Jimmy was declared missing still presumed missing in foreign
Daily staff writer

countries
"A telegram came.- Trabiir said.
"At first our family’s reaction was
that it couldn’t have happened I felt
he would come home at any time. I
still do."
POW/MIA week is sponsored by
Arnold Air Society, a professional
service organization at the SJSU AF ROTC detachment.
"We’re doing this to promote
awareness of POW/MIA’s who still

haven’t come home.- said Robert
Quirk. 1st It. Arnold Air Society.
The hardest pan for Trabor is
dealing with what Jimmy must have
endured since he was lost in action,
she said
the life of the party.
he is the ty pe of person you can’t
picture not coming hack ," she said.
Judy said one of the things keeping her together is her faith in God.
See POW, hack page

Students may face
more fee increases
By Mary R. Callahan
Daily staff writer

Students paying 10 percent more
in university fees next year may face
even more dramatic fee hikes in the
future, according to the California
State Students Association.
The policy limiting fee increases
to 10 percent will expire next year.
and university fees are likely to skyrocket if no new limitations are put
in place. CSSA said.
Students representing all 19 California State University campuses are
pushing the state senate to pass a
new bill that would extend the provisions of the existing rule.
"University fees" for the CSU
are now S342 per semester and make
up the largest proportion of the registration fees students pay each year.
Before 1985, the fees were tied to
the state of the California economy.
with recessionary years prompting
large increases in university fees,
according to literature distributed by
the CSSA.
As an example. fees for the 198283 academic year were raised by 71
percent. the document says.
In an effort to stabilize fees for the
CSU and the University of California systems, the state senate passed
SB-I95 in 1985.
The law requires that mandatory
fees be kept "as low as possible"
and that any fee increase be "gradual, moderate, predictable."
It also limits fee hikes to 10 percent pei year.
Fees were scheduled to increase
3.6 percent this year -- the rate the
CSU trustees initially proposed for
next year.
But Gov. Deukmejian released his
state budget proposal in January calling for a 10 percent increase.
Delikmenan invoked SB- I95’s
"unforeseen factors" clause to justify the increase, according to the
CSSA.
The clause says the standing fee
methodology may he waived if the
state budget is substantially im-

Fees were
scheduled to
increase this year.
balanced by unanticipated circumstances, including "initiative measures, natural disasters and sudden
deviations from expected economic
trends."
In this case, the unforeseen event
was the passage of Proposition 98
last November.
The proposition sets minimum
funding levels for K- 12 public
schools and community colleges.
"Probably well over half of the
additional monies that will go to kindergarten through community college because of Prop. 98 will come
out of the budgets of the CSU and of
the University of California," SJSU
President Gail Fullerton said in a
Feb. 7 press conference.
Students have challenged the governor’s use of the unforeseeen circumstances clause, saying his interpretation is an abuse of legislator’s
intent. said Leigh Kinnsse. director
of California state affairs.
Despite student protest. the CSU
trustees approved the 10 percent increase Wednesday.
The legislature must still approve
the increase, and the CSSA has
launched a campaign to discourage
state senators and assemblymen
from approving the hike.
While students are concerned
about the current situation, however,
they are also looking to the future.
S13-195. the first long-term fee
policy for state universities. had a
five-year life. It will "sunset" in
August of 1990.
If the provisions of that law are
not extended, students may be confronting fee increases of 20 percent,
according to the CSSA.
SR -507, authored by State Sen
Robert B. Presley (1)-Riverside).
See FEE. hail page
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A fine line

Editorial

Exhibit should
open discussion
Ve think thou dost protest too much.
Veterans and other angry Americans
marched up and down in front of the Art
Institute in Chicago Saturday to protest the
"desecration" of the flag by "Dread" Scott
Tyler.
Tyler, an artist, set up an exhibit at the
institute titled, "What Is The Correct Way To
Display The American Flag?" He draped the
flag so that observers would likely step on it as
they walked through.
Even if Tyler’s exhibit had no message, he
would still be entitled to the same freedom of
speech and expression as every other citizen.
The protesters seem to have forgotten that in
their rage over Tyler’s use of an object that has
been imbued with sacredness and patriotism.
But Tyler did have a message: The flag does
not have the same meaning for minorities as it
does for other Americans. Minorities have not
been treated with the same "liberty and justice
for all," so they aren’t as inclined to worship
the flag and what it supposedly stands for,
according to Tyler.
Why don’t the protesters stop their frantic
efforts to put the flag back up on that lofty
pole, and instead let it lay there for awhile and
contemplate whether our country is really as
untainted and sacred as they think? They
would probably have to admit that yes, the
flag represents a country of high ideals and
plentiful contributions, but that sometimes
those ideals only become reality for a select
few. And if after much consideration the
protesters still think the flag and our country
deserve to be revered, then let them give
rational explanations to support their feelings.
Tyler’s opinion of America and the
treatment of its citizens may not coincide with
those of veterans and others, but the existence
of his artwork shows he is at least willing to
talk. The protesters aren’t listening, though.
Whatever unpatriotic things they don’t hear
don’t exist, they seem to be saying.
Salman Rushdie isn’t the only one being
given a death sentence, Tyler said. It’s true that
the protesters are killing any beneficial and
therapeutic discussion before it even begins.
Tyler and the protesters should spread out
the flag, sit down and iron out their
differences. If it really exemplifies "one nation
under God." then there should be room for all.

Bemoaning the world situation
I’m not doubting whether
America is a great nation, but I am
doubting if we are going in the right
direction.
It’s been brought to my attention
what has transpired over the past
few months.
Terrorists destroying airplanes
and automobiles and people.
Religious leaders calling for the
death of others. Children being shot
in school yards. The celebration of
an execution. Injustice, hate, drugs,
homeless peoplethe list goes on.
What happened to ’America the
Beautiful,’ as the song goes.
What are we doing?
Sitting back and giving all the
attention to people like Donald
Trump who arc spending millions to
force their opinions on people.
Sure. Donald, buy out Ma and Pa’s
cookie factory so we can now eat
Trump and Chips.
Driving through San Francisco
yesterday I was basking in the
beauty of the city. Then I got to
thinking, "If we are one of the most
advanced nations in the world, why
can’t we have buildings that arc safe
to live in.?" Is it just a matter of
time before places like Spartan City
crop up everywhere?

Matthew D.
And

When we do get together to help
as a nation, we do a fine job. I
know that there arc needy people all
over the world, but every time a
new record is made it seems it’s for
other nations. America has an
abundance of the downtrodden too,
yet I don’t see much support.
A world as advanced as we are
and we can’t stop the decay of our
ozone layer.
We can’t stop the waste of water.
Raw sewage flows into rivers,
lakes, and oceans and we just sit
back and do nothing. A few
thousand dollars in fines is not
going to hurt a major chemical
Matthew D. Anderson is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
company.

Letters Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from youour readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions arc encouraged.

Letters to the Editor

All letters may be edited for length or
libel, and the Daily reserves the right
to limit the number of letters on
a given topic.

Pro -contraception
vmuld like to enlighten Derek Hiemforth because
he clearly doesn’t understand the purpose of Operation
Rescue. The purpose of Operation Rescue is not to stop
birth control but to save babies from abortion and to
stop women from being exploited by abortion. If we
wonted to stop birth control then we would pile in front
of the Spartan Bookstore or the SJSU Health Center.
Mr. Hicmforth also hints that the whole pro-life
movement’s goal is to outlaw birth control. This is
nonsense. The National Right to Life Committee, the
largest pro-life organization in the United States, has no
opposition to birth control.
Dennis P. Connors
Sophomore
Electrical Engineering

Even though crazies are running
around with guns I still hear, "Guns
don’t kill peoplepeople do." Try
telling that to the children of
Stockton the next time a playmate
of theirs waves a toy gun at them.
Do we go to school to educate
ourselves about the world, or about
the world we only live in. Does our
degree help better others, or only
better our bank accounts?
The Bald Eagle is becoming
more extinct. What does a Condor
look like?
The next time the National
Wildlife Federation asks you for a
three -dollar donation to help the
animals, are you going to turn away
and give that money to your friend
so you can go get a 12 pack of beer
instead?
Twenty years ago this nation was
considered a healthy nation with
concern about the future. Today we
are a healthy nation as far as
materialistic values go. But in 20
years will that matter?
I don’t want to have to remember
the beauty of this landI’d rather
be looking at it.

Got more to say
than a letter
will allow?
The Spartan Daily invites students, staff, faculty
and the surrounding community to
make their concerns and interests known
through the Campus Voice.
All subjects will be considered, especially those
immediately related to MU.

Religious disagreement
Editor,
Mormonism was born out of an alleged "revelation"
that all existing churches (including the Catholic
church) are false, and that therefore a new church must
be started. In the early 1800s a man named Joseph
Smith was "visited" by angels who told him he was
"chosen" and he "received" golden plates on Sept. 22,
1827. These golden plates became the new Book of
Mormon.
Mormons believe that Jesus Christ (whom they call
Jehovah) "organized" existing matter under the
’guidance from Elohim, the Father, who lives on the star
Kolob. I’m going to stop here for a bit because you’ve
got to admit, these Mormons had to have been smoking
, something illegal to come up with this.
I could go on and tell you about how the Book of
Mormon explicitly forbade polygamy, but was later
"discovered" by Smith in "new revelation" to appease
an angry wife, but I think it’s time for a good belly
laugh and a stiff drink.
Douglas M. DeVries
Adverlising/Business

ILL

MIS

J)

WIAT’S A
MAW

Three females sit cross-legged on the
carpet.
Two of them sip cheap white wine
expectantly while the third reads
horoscopes for the month out of a scented,
shiny magazine boasting a voluptuous
blond on its cover.
In polite tradition, Mary Ann starts with
Patty, a Sagittarius. Patty’s mouth twists
into that funny, familiar positionthe
way it does whenever she’s listening or
concentrating.
"Spend this month redecorating your
home .. .," Mary Ann begins.
"Why do I always get the boring ones?"
Patty groans, hugging a pillow.
Mary Ann finishes and starts on Mary’s
horoscope, a Pisces.
"Take a break from life to hear yourself
think..
"Ha! That’s going to be easy," Mary
smirks sarcastically.
"Listen to mine, you guys," says Mary
Ann, a Taurus. "Romance could bloom in
the office around the 15th."
"Uh-oh," in unison. Mischievous grins
spread through the room.
Are we observing three high school
girls having a slumber party in the parents’
rec room?
Nope.
We’re seeing a microbiology senior
(who wants to study exotic diseases), a
college graduate (three years, with honors,
successfully employed), and a journalism
senior (responsible for delivering the
facts).
Now, we don’t really believe in this
stuff, nor are we ashamed of our follies.
Female bonding often requires some
pretty silly stuff.
After all, grown men laugh at their
belches and flatulences and throw things
at the TV during football games, and they
don’t seem that ashamed of it.
Hard-core feminism is out because it is
hard. We know we’re competent, but we
want to be silly once in a while without
having to pretend we never are.
Too much pressure.
I consider myself a "healthy" feminist
one who can differentiate between a
charming act of chivalry and a sexist,
backward action or mentality of a genuine
chauvinist.
women are making progress in areas
of inequality. Slowly but surely,
we’re breaking down "old -boy"
networks and moving into top positions
we work hard for and deserve.
But it’s not always easy. While I don’t
have any intentions of becoming Suzy
Homemaker, it’s sometimes difficult to
balance my desire to be a demure,
attractive female and an aggressive career
woman. Men have centuries of
independence under their belts.
To top it off, magazines like
Cosmopolitan and New Woman prey on
our gullibility and add to the confusion.
One disgraceful Cosmo article coached
women with less-than-perfect bodies on
successful lovemaking. Hints included
making love with the lights off and
puckering the sheets to hide those bulges.
I’m not kidding.
But Cosmo really blew its credibility
with an article entitled "Four great secrets
of women who attract men." The first
secret was "learn to like and accept
yourself, faults and all."
Tell me, Cosmo., great goddess of
today’s liberated yet sensual woman: How
can a woman learn to accept her faults if
she has to make love with the lights off?
The modern woman according to
Cosmo seems to be independent yet not
selfish, mysterious yet not flippant,
intriguing yet not weird.
My advice is to can the advice. Read
the horoscopes only for amusement, and
be whatever you want to be whenever you
want to be it.
And if somebody doesn’t like it, tough.
Mary Hayes is the Lifestyle Editor.
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Student services

A.S. ’unknown entity’ Fusenig
wants better communication
By F. Mark Moreno
Deity staff writer
Almost anyone passing Clark
Library last Wednesday or Thursday could scarcely ignore Patrice
Fusenig’s staccato French accent
and constantly moving hands imploring students to vote.
Fusenig took Responsible Alliance (REAL) party members by
surprise when he snagged the position of A.S. controller away
from REAL.% Mimi Amutan.
The virtually unknown junior
majoring in international business
will hold the third highest position on the A.S. board.
Other independent candidatesadmit they know little about the
controller-elect.
Scott Santandrea. A.S. president-elect, said he isn’t too familiar with Fusenig.
"He’s an unknown entity."
Santandrea said.
But from what he can ascertain, Fusenig is an "incredibly en
ergetic and tireless worker for
someone who has not been in the
A.S. at all.
"He was out there (campaigning) more than anyone
else," Santandrea said. "He’s
got that unmistakable voice. I like
the guy."
Fusenig wonders why the A.S.
does not communicate more with
students, he said.
"Between the A.S. and other
students, something is lacking.
The students always say, ’why,
why, why should I vote?’ "Fuse fig said during the independents’
Thursday night victory party,
with the sounds of Bob Marley
and the Wailers in the background.
"In my country, the A.S. is a
power. They don’t understand
that here." he said. "It’s going to

he our job to get the students involved and infomted. We need
input from the students, we
should have a lot of feedback. If
we don’t have it, we’re doing
something u rong."

Independent Patrice Fusenig bea
R EA L’s Mimi Amutan last week.
With a SI .5 million budget, he
also wonders why more students
haven’t seen more money from
the A.S.
"With money, you do everything. We need to give more
money to the student organizations so they can be more creative. All the students can benefit
from that," he said, motioning
with his perhaps future-trademark
Latin gestures.
"The A.S. hasn’t given more
money to the students. Wh)*.’"
Things were different while
Fusenig was in high school at the
Caribbean island of Guadeloupe,
where he grew up.
"In my country, if we didn’t

Dean search narrows to six
By Andrew II. (*hulloing
Deily staff writer
SIC finalists

have the money for activities, we
had to find it," he said.
Because the French island has
a population of about only 328,000. many of the students at RIsenig’s high school knew a lot of
people in the island community.
As part of the student organization at school, he and the others
vnen asked for donations and
icld raffles, called tambolas, to
-aise funds.
For that reason, Fusenig
doesn’t understand why it seems
difficult for student organizations
to receive a small chunk of the
A.S. budget.
"I was at a meeting one time
when someone was asking for
money, and they were asked 70
questions," he said.
Scott I.ane, an independent
elected director of academic affairs, said he doesn’t know much
about his soon -to-be fellow board
member.
However.
Fusenig
"seems to work very good with
others,- Lane said.
"I’d say he’s very competent.
He speaks out his opinion. He’s
already working to make sure he
knows the job," he added.
As with the independents. Hisenig was also something of a
mystery to REAL candidates during the election.
"The thing is no one knows
him. People don’t know what he
stands for." said Yogi Chugh.
candidate for A.S. director of studentxights and responsibilities.
"He won on the basis sit a flyer
war," he said.
But Chugh acknow ledged Fusenig’s efforts during the campaign.
"The guy worked hard. Hey,
he won on a popular mandate. He
must have been doing something
right." he said.

out of 60 appin:ants
tor the position of SJSU Dean of
Student Sers ices will address mu
dents in an open forum immediatels
following spring break.
’It’s real important to base someone who relates uell ss ith students
and faculty .- said Susan Ruhne, director of student ser% lees for the Associated Students
Students will hase the opportunity
to question each of the candidates
about their plans for the office,
oi ding to Dick Stales SJSU
information officer. The Ikan of
Student Sets ices Search and Resrun
ment Committee will be on hand to
evaluate the finalists responses
One of six finalists chosen tic the
position of SJSU Dean of Student
Services is Gerald D. Brody, who
has been the department’s interim
dean for nearly a year.
The dean of student sers ices di wets all aspects of a comprehensise

Marketing Club: Intel Creative
Promotions in Marketing. 3:30
Catholic Newman Community: p.m., S.U. Costonoan Room. For
Daily Lenten mass, Tenth and San more information call 733-1936.
Carlos Streets. For more information
Campus Democrats: Canned
call 298-0204.
food drive, all day, in front of StuIntramural Sports: Softball signdent Union. For inure information
ups, all day. Student Activities and
call 978-2866.
Services Building. For more inforChemistry Department: Final
mation call 924-5962.
seminar. 4:30 p.m.. Duncan Hall
A.S. Leisure Services: Golden Room 135. For more information
Egg hunt, all day, all over campus. call 924-5000.
Formore information call 924-5961.
Mu Alpha Gamma: Meeting.
Sociology 80: Banning of assault 4:30 p.m.. Dwight Bente! Hall
weapons. 9 a.m.. Tables in front of Room 205. For more information
Student Union. For more informa- call 293-4174.
tion call 295-7147 or 294-8384.
Career Planning & Placement:
Student California Teachers As- Interview preparation. 1:30 p.m..
sociation: Speaker art ring. noon. S.U. Costanoan Room. For more inSweeney Hall Room 331. For more formation call 924-6033.
information call 268-0116.
Career Planning & Placement:
KSJS: Meeting, 5:30 p.m., Hugh Job hunting strategies for er)-iip stuGillis Hall Room 118. For more in- dents. 12:30 p.m.. S.U. Almaden
formation cal1924-KSJS.
Room. For more information call
Math and Computer Science 924-6033.
Club: Eastei candy sale. 10 a.m..
Theatre Arts Department: SignMacQuarrie Hall First Floor. For in- ups for Dorothy Kaucher contest. all
formation call 924-5088.
day. Theatre Arts callboard-Hugh
Christian Students Fellowship: Gillis Hall. For more information
Bible study/meeting, noon, S.U. Pa- call 024-4533.
checo Room. For more information
WI DNFSDAY
call 288-1411.
Re-Entry Program: InterpersoCampus (’hristian Center: Bible
study, 7 p.m.. ’Tenth and San Carlos nal communication skills. noon.
streets. For more information call S.U. Pacheco Room. For more information call 924-59311.
297-7506.
Social Dance Club: Dance pracCycling Club: Meeting, 5:30
p.m.. S.U. Montalvo Room. For tice and meeting. 4:15 p.m.. S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For more informore information call 298-5403.
Campus Crusade For Christ: mation call 720-9856.
Math and Computer Science
Prime Time, 7:15 p.m.. S.U. Council Chambers. For more information Club: Easter candy sale. 1(1 a.m..
MacQuarrie Hall First Floor. For
call 294-4249.
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SJSU’s Symphonic Band performs ’La Fiesta Mexicana’
By .Andy Nyst rom

is It’s. int
\A hat he calls -undercurrent la/
Some things lie iocuses on in conIIrange from abstract chamber
music and sr, mphonic modules to
electronic tape with light sculpturing
and partially controlled improvisa111111
Isabelle Chapuis, an SJSU music
ihlsii tie tor. has k nom Downey for
I - sears. She will join him on flute
111.1 sday for a piece titled "Portrait

Daily staff writer

more information call 924-5088.
SJSU Rotaract Club: Meeting. 7
S.U. Montalvo Room. For
more information call 279-4575.
Chicano Library Resource Center: Chicano Oral History project.
noon, Wahlquist Library North
Room 307. For more information
call 924-2707 or924-2815.
Softball: Versus Adelphi. 6 p.m..
Police Athletic League Stadium. For
more information call 924 -FANS.
Campus Democrats: Canned
food Lime, all day. In front of Student Union. For more information
call 9714-2866.
Black Faculty and Staff Association: Meeting. noon. Afro-American Studies Department Conference
Room. For more information call
924-6117.
Theatre Arts Department: Signups for Dorothy Kaucher contest, all
day. Theatre Arts callhoard-Hugh
Gillis Hall. For more information
call 024 4533.
THURSDAY
Student California Teachers ,tssociation: lunchtime social, noon,
Sweeney Hall Courtyard. For more
information call 268-0116.
Math and Computer Science
Club: Easter candy sale, 10 a.m.,
MacQuarrie Hall First Floor.
l’re-med Club: Speaker: Dr.
Christensen. 10 a.m.. Duncan Hall
Room 249. For more information
call 489-7628.

Foreign languages were celebrated on campus last week, and the
tradition continues tonight as the
SJSL1Sy ttmphirtimc Band performs
"La Fiesta Mexicana- at 8:15 p.m.
in the Concert Hall.
The program tocuses on Spanish
and Mexican music and M.111 ifIclude
pieces from several remiss tied composers, such as Harold Owen Reed’s
’La Fiesta Mexicana’. and Roger
Nixon’s "Fiesta del Pacifico...
\H1.FC:t composition was actually
"What were trying to do with
uritten for Ille by John in 1984; she
this theme is to tap into the Mexican
said. "This V, ill be the first time we
community." said Conductor k’erhas’: ever perhirmed it together also,
non B. Read. "Wese esen printed
sum it means a lot to us
the program in both Spanish and
Downey received inuch critical
English. acclaim over the years, including
Of the six compositions to be perawards from the National Endowformed tonight. Read cited "El
’ianist John Downey performs his ment for the Arts. the American
MusicceCenter and the Fine Arts
Salon Mexico" by Aaron Copland
’undercurrent jazz" ’Thursday at ,u
as the highlight ot the program
12:30 p.m.in the tusk. Building
The work deals with an Anielican
"We’re really hoping to get the
Concert
slim ot a dance hall ill 51551511 De.
public in to hear him Thursday bescribed as "one that %scats is heart
cause he’s so good." said Raymond
011 its deeve:
it needs no elaborate
Nilsson. professor of music. "I’ve
Thursdav tot lice in the Concen Hall
analysis to lure the listener into its from 12.311p.m to I:2(1 pill
also heard he has a warm personalinfectious tunes and rhythms.
f)ouney
ho teaches music the- ity, so hopefully he will interact with
Aside front the program’s theme m\ composition ,it alt: [Ill \ CI sits of some of the music students afand chosen Ilatisieal interpret:an ins.
will
%duet% of. terve ards .
the main focus ss ill he on the hand it
self The hand is one lit the sit-tint/est he
has conducted in xcai s. Read said.
Intelested listener s should he highly
entertained try tonight’s pei tormance. he said
’’This is detinitely the biggest
band ue’se had is it contains 75
musicians.- he said. "rse had the
Earn Extra $$ during Easter Vacation
opportunity to ss ;itch them gross and
mature lately :11.0. so the program
*Receptionists
should be exciting
*General Secretaries
Tonight is not the hand’s rcil per*Word Processors
formance this week ’They ’.’.ill he
traveling to San Diego hinko hs request of the Cal Lt oma Musk: Fdtica
(’all for immediate interview
lion A....Mallon,
(415) 941-7100
HI:111,2 .1,1,..t1 to perform at the coil
The Emplo4ment Pnoo,e
mountain viev.
ferenve is the featured group is quite
an fittimi ii . according to Read
really like to thank the Associated Students hoard fiir helping us
finance this trip also.- he said.
"Friendly local service while you’re at school."
"They haw been a hie supporter of
the 1111.1,I,:
Tickets tor tonight’s program are
$5 for general adt111,10I1 and S3 for
students and senior sill/elms.
OIL CHANGE
Also slated for this week’s music
SERVICE
’s
agenda is prominent ,.111erWan
pianist John Downey, w ho performs
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Fullerton will haw the total say
the appointment.
"What is going to decide who is
going to gel appointed is experience,
enthusiasm, and vision, ’ K San said.
The applicants come from all parts
of the country with di% erse backgfounds and work experience.
What they have in common is a
minimum 10 years ot progressively
responsible administrative experience. master’s degrees and the desire
to work with the largest university in
the Santa Clara Valley.
They will travel from as far away
as Florida. taking time from busy
schedules March 27, 28. and 29 to
participate in the forum.
Applying for the position are:
Brody; Dean M. Batt. of Fairleigh
Dickinson University in New Jersey;
Richard E. Flamer of Florida A&M
University: Daniel C. Kielson ofNortheastern Illinois University;
Gerald E. Osborne of the University
of Houston; and James D. Studer of
Michigan State University.
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SPORTS

Spartans take two of three over weekend, end brief skid

Mike Dafferner Daily
Si St

third baseman

Tellers goes to 9-0 with relief win
it% Mattlicki

staff photographer

like Gonzalez scores the games first run in the Spartans 5-4 10 inning win over Sacramento State

kndersim

1 he 12th ranked SJSU baseball
team ix on l%,) of three over the
eekend to improve its record to
211-3.
The Spartans lost to Kansas State
on Friday 4-3, but came hack to
heat the Wildcats Saturday, 2-0.
the Spartans defeated Sacramento
State on Sunday 5-4 in 10 innings.
The next home game is Friday at
7:00 p. m. vs. Cornell.
Kansas State pitcher David
I terholzer (2-0) pitched a complete
game on Friday as the Wildcats
pulled off an upset. Wildcats leadoff batter Sean Collins went 3 for 4
with two stolen bases and two runs
served. Don Drydon (1-1) got the
loss for the Spartans.
Kansas State Coach Mike Clark
explained that "W’e arc out here for
the Fresno State tournament and are
glad to be able to play one of the
better teams in thc nation. We’ve
had seven rainouts so far this year
so its been hard to judge where we

stand in terms of competition."
In Saturday’s game, sophomore
left-hander Donnie Rea ended the
Spartans’ brief two game losing
streak by firing a three-hitter for
SJSU’s first shutout of the year.
In handing the Wildcats their first
loss of the season, Rea (5-1) flirted
with a no-hitter. He handcuffed
Kansas State for four and two thirds
innings before allowing a hit to
David Amaro.
"We wanted to win this game,"
Rea said. "I didn’t feel I had great
stuff, but I was able to hit my spots."
Rea struck out eight, going the distance for the fourth time this year.
SJSU scored all of its runs in the
sixth inning on run-scoring singles
by Mike Gonzales and Greg
Borgerson. It was the third game winning RBI of the year for
Gonzales.
"Rea rose to the occasion," SJSU
Coach Sam Piraro said. "We needed
a great performance from somebody
and he did a great job."
In Sunday’s extra inning game

against last year’s Division II
College World Series runner-up
Sacramento State (15-5), the
Spartans used six pitchers, with
Dave Tellers going the last four
innings for his ninth victory of the
year against no losses.
It was Tellers’ third victory in
relief this year. SJSU scored once
in the first, two more in the second
on Greg Mitchell’s two-run, two-out

Mike Oaf terser

Daily staff photographer

SJSU’s Greg Mitchell scores winning run in Sunday’s win

into the game.
"Our plan of attack was to attack
(Bennett)," Piraro said. "We were
fortunate
’We wanted to win win." to come away with the
The Hornets scored one in the fifth
this game. I didn’t
and two more in the seventh inning
the score.
feel I had my great toAtieplay
in the seventh caused
Piraro to put on a show that
stuff, but I was able Coach
Billy Martin would have been proud
of.
to hit my spots.’
Tellers came on in relief of Paul
Anderson after the first two batters
Donnie Rea
reached base. Tellers walked a batSJSU pitcher ter to load the bases. Hornet leadoff
batter Tim Taber hit a ground ball to
second baseman Gonzales, who was
unable to get the ball out of his
glove. The error allowed Paul
double. The Spartans scored four of Hewitt to score, making the score 4their runs against the Hornets’ All- 3 SJSU, while leaving the bases
American pitcher Erik Bennett, who loaded.
Spartan catcher Kevin Tannahill,
struck out eight in eight and onethird innings. Only two of the runs after receiving a pitch from Tellers,
threw
down to first in an attempt to
up
were earned. Bennett had given
only five runs in 42 innings coming pick off Taber. The umpire ruled

the runner safe, which caused
instant disbelief among the
Spartans. Piraro was in the umpire’s
face within seconds ranting and raving.
Piraro threw his hat down in disgust and preceded to bump the
umpire three to four times with his
chest. Piraro’s verbal displeasure
drove the umpire out to left field
next to Spartan left-fielder Eric
Booker. It looked as though Piraro
was running him out of Municipal
Stadium.
"I don’t get upset unless it’s obvious," Piraro said after the game.
"What really got me mad is that he
wouldn’t ask the other umpire for
help."
After things had settled down,
Ryan Kato hit a sacrifice fly to tic
the score. Greg Mitchell, who was 2
for 4 with two runs scored and two
RBI’s in the game, led off the 10th
with a single and scored the game
winner on John Bracken’s RBI single.

THE SJSU STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY COMMITTEE
PRESENTS
A WELLNESS SERIES SEMINAR
FEATURING
DR. DIANA WRIGHT
OF THE NUTRITION AND FOOD SERVICE DEPT

NUTRITION
A LA CARTE
TO BE HELD IN THE ALMADEN ROOM
OF THE STUDENT UNION
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15
NOON TO 1 PM
TOPICS TO INCLUDE:
Hidden chemicals in your food
Fat and Cholesterol
Fast food faults
Eating for Good Health
Diet for athletes
and any other topic of interest to you!!

We have a unique
vehicle for your career.
Flight simulators.

We invented the first one almost
60 years ago. Nicknamed "The
Blue Box" and pictured above, it
helped train over a quarter million
Allied pilots during WWII.
Today, our advanced simulators
for jet fighters, helicopters and a
wide variety of military aircraft
feature real-time, 3-1) computer
graphics, and a mega-scale systems environment. The realism
created has the ability to convince
highly trained pilots they are soarwhen actuing across the sky
ally they are sitting just a few feet
off the ground.
If you have or are receiving your
BS or MS degree in Computer

Science this Spring, consider sharing our challenges at Link as a
software engineer.

On-Campus Interviews:
Tuesda, April 4th
We’ll be on campus to discuss the
many benefits of working at Link,
including our New Engineer
Training (NET) Program designed
to help you in the transition from
student to professional. Contact
your Placement Office for information and to schedule an interview. Link Flight Simulation Division, CAE -Link Corporation,
1077 East Argues Avenue, P.O.
Box 3484, Sunnyvale, CA 940883484. Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. Citizenship required.

Link Flight Simulation Division
CAE-LINK CORPORATION

JOIN US ANY TIME DURING THE HOUR
Let _11011/’ iMagillati011 takelk,/i.

DON’T MISS IT!
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Tannahill calling the shots for Spartans
while guiding pitchers in right direction
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David Pipkins Daily

Spartan catcher Dave Fannahill is one of the reasons behind the
success of the SJSI pitching staff and holding base runners.

By Matthew D. Anderson
Daily staff wrIter
The count is full and the pitcher
is wondering what to throw.
Does he look to the bench for
help or does he make his own
selection?
This season SJSU pitchers don’t
have to make that decision.
Catcher Kevin Tannahill does.
Tannahill, a senior, is in the
unique situation of calling his
own pitches, a job normally
reserved for the pitching coach.
"Not too many Division I catchers call their own pitches," SJSU
Coach Sam Piraro said. "Ours
do."
Tannahill has been calling
pitches since he played at Laney
Community College in Oakland.
"I’m fortunate in that respect,"
he said. "It keeps me in the game
strategically and mentally. I’ve
had stints where the pitching
coach has called the pitches and I
don’t feel as comfortable behind
the plate. I know what to look
for in a hitter and the situations
where I can call the pitches effectively."
Tannahill has done a good
enough job that three of SJSU’s
starting pitchers, Dave Tellers,
Chris Martin and Donnie Rea, all
have an earned run average under
2.80.
"A lot of times I’ll let the pitcher throw what he thinks is going

Senior catcher adds offensive spark
’His practice ethics are
unquestioned. He is a successoriented individual and his strongest
attribute is his great leadership
abilities . . . Not too many Division I
catchers call their own game.’
Sam Piraro,
SJSU baseball coach
to be the most effective pitch,"
Tannahill said. "If we have a disagreement then VII call time out
and talk to him about it."
Pitchers
don’t
question
Tannahill’s decisions, said lefthanded sophomore pitcher
Donnie Rea.
"I will throw about 130 pitches
a game and only have to wipe
him off three or four times," Rea
said. "Having him back there
makes my job easier. I just throw
the ball."
Tannahill, co -captain of the
Spartans, doesn’t have the build
of a catcher. At six feet and 185 pounds, he is surprisingly

durable. With short, brown
cropped hair and a solid body, he
looks as if he belongs at the front
of a drill line barking out instructions.
"His practice ethics are unquestioned," Piraro said. "He is a
success- oriented individual and
his strongest attribute is his great
leadership abilities"
Not known for his offense,
Tannahill is leading the team in
batting average at .355, second
in RBI’s with 18, and tied for the
home run lead with two.
"I’ve been hitting real well,
which I can’t say has surprised
me. I’m pleased with it," he said.

"Coming into SJSU, my
strength was always defense, it
wasn’t hitting. I would hit steady
but nothing spectacular. What
kept me in the lineup was my
defensethe hitting part is an
added bonus.
"If I don’t get a chance to play
professional ball, I’ll be disappointed but that’s the way things
go. I don’t mind being underrated or overlooked. I just go out
and play baseball. I have fun
with this game. The whole key is
to have fun."
While having fun on the field,
he has been intense in the classroom. Tannahill, a human performance major, was one of 20 student -athletes who were named
1989 Big West Conference
Scholar-Athletes of the Year.
Although this is the time of
year for major league scouts to
come around, Tannahill is keeping his sights on the team’s goals.
"We are really coming together
(as a team)," he said. "We’re out hustling and out-scrapping people. If you want to win bad
enough you are going to find a
way. Our goal is to make the
NCAA regionals. This team is
capable of doing that."
How far the Spartans go will be
decided by the team as a whole,
but leading the way will be their
backstop Kevin Tannahill.

Canseco twins reunion
is delayed by bad break
PHOENIX (AP)
They walk
like twins, talk like twins and twitch
their necks like twins.
This week the Canseco brothers
even shared a fraternal pain. As
0//ie lay on an operating table in
7 San Francisco having his broken left
wrist repaired. Jose was sidelined
ss th pain in the same place.
Chances are growing slightly that
Oakland’s future lineup could literally boast a pair of hash brothers.
It almost happened this spring
until Osvaldo snapped a hone while
swinging through a pitch in an intrasquad game March I . Manager Tony
La Russa had planned to bat the outfielders back to hack in a Cactus
League game last weekend, and not
purely a., a gimmick.
"0//iel" has major-league tools:*
La Russa said. "He has shown dramatic improvement in each of the
last three years. He still needs a lot
of experience."
That will come for the time being
with the Athletics’ Double -A club in
Huntsv llie. Ala.. perhaps in early
May if he is fully recovered. The A’s
will he watching closely: it was in
the same place and about the same
stage of his development that Jose
went from good prospect to minorleague legend.
Oitie totaled 15 homers. 80 runs
batted in and 16 stolen bases for
Class-A Madison and Huntsville last
year. hitting a combined .262 in his
third year as a full-time outfielder instead of a pitcher. Jose’s numbers at
the same point were 15. 73 and .276:
the nest year they were 41. 140 and
328 at three levels. including the

Is that kind of comparison taking
the twin business too far?
The two 24 -year-olds don’t think
so.
"He has exactly the same potential as I do." Jose said.
At 6-foot -3 and 230 pounds. Jme
is an inch taller and five pounds
heavier than his fraternal twin, horn
a minute before him in Havana on
July 2, 1964. He claims to he
stronger and faster -- "better looking, too." And richer, by a margin of $1.6 million to $7.000 this
year alone.
0/rie, however. has closed the
gap in strength and power over the
last 1 H years. thanks largely to a
weightlifting program like his
brother. He hit some s icions long
drives in the Ai i/ona Instructional
I vague over the V, inter. and early arrisals to the A’, spring camp w it
nessed more impressive displays in
the batting cage.
A’s general manager Sandy Alderson doesn’t place him among the
club’s top 10 prospects. It would
take another year of improved
power-hitting to make the list.
The quieter, more easy going id
the Cansecos doesn’t feel slighted.
The only grudge he harbors is to.
ward the high school coach who
wouldn’t allow him to play unless he
pitched. He turned out to have a 92 mile -an -hour fasthall that led to a
three-year minor-league stint with
the New York Yankees, hut 0//ie
never la at home on the mound.
-I just wanted to play, run.
throw slide, hit," he said. "That’s
what 1 en toy doing in baseball...
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A special offer for students,
only for American Express Cardmembers.
If you want to go places. its time for the American
Express’ Card
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines wily.kfull-lime
students wfrit)earri. the:liner:am 1:11prev Card
Trawl privileges that offer.

Buy IBM’ PS/2" Personal Computers
at Special Discounts!
IBM Personal System/2’ computers are now
available at special educational discounts to students, faculty, and staff of San Jose State University.
From the durable, full -function IBM PS/2 Model 25,
to the powerful IBM PS/2 Model 80386, IBM PS/2
computers combine integrated, total system design
with advanced graphics for a wide range of applica-
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Discovery blasts into space after braving weather delay
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GREAT AMERICA.

)re -

increasing use of

currently

We also have opportunities available in all areas of the park including rides, food service,
games, merchandise, tickets and maintenance. Give us a holler. Call (408) 496-0141.
Or, drop by the Great America Employment
Office at 2401 Agnew Road off Mission College Boulevard in Santa Clara to fill out art application. We’re an equal opportunity
employer.

Patrick
in

and street gang,

sembly

Clerical
Nurses
Wardrobe Clerk
Seamstress
EMT

the

But Roos said his hill was nec-

essary

er *mem/Mongergot ItiS start
makitgpeoplescream.
So did our Personnel Manager, our Park Operations Manager and several other top executives at Great America. They all began
their careers here as crew members.
We offer flexible schedules so you can work
around school. Our wages are higher than
ever up to $5.75 an hour. You earn plenty
of free passes to the park. Transportation
subsidies. And we love to promote from
within. Just ask our General Manager. A
sampling of current opportunities:
Computer Operator
Mechanics
. Security Officers

its first

14=1.10Cd.

lull (malls See our complete ring selection on displa in your college bookstore
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Sam Chin’. a junior majoring in engineering, lines up his nest shot
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Latchkey Diary
Iris Eisenmann, a graduate student t rum Cermany, takes a study break as she attracts some of
the spring sunshine that recently warmed the San

ANNOUNCEMENTS

MARKETING. 734 5 4th St , Bow
5, Philadelphia, Pa 19147 Apply
today for your future’
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER or anytime), Jet there from
SFO or LAX for no more than
$269. or from the East Coast for
no more than $160 with AIRHITCH(1). as reported In Con.
sumer Reports, NY Times, Let’s
Go. Newsday, Good Housekeeping, and national network morning ehows
964.2000

For details. cell 212or write. AIRHITCH,

2901 Broadway. Suite 100A, NY,
NY 10025

ce

HIT AND RUN-Dark brown Camaro
corner 10th and San Carlos be.
twee. Sift Fri 224 and tern Sat
225 Call 415 471-7278 with Into,.
nation
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? Want
good coverage you con afford?
We have quality plans at low
prices

Monthly terms available.
Call Mark Filler. at 1408)943-9t90
for no obligation quote
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN.
Enroll Now! Sew your teeth. eyes
and Money too Cleanings and offloe visits at no charge. For brochure see AS office or Student
Health Center or call (408)371.
6.11 in San Jose
ST PADDY S DAY’ Watch the Spartan
Daily for details on the corning of
Paddy Murphy at Markel St
406-976-2002
SOUTH BAY DULLETIN BOARD
Something for every interest! Romance,
trlendship,
advent*.
Leave your meg.. or you can
Sear slx meseeges from other..
try It. you’ll be glad you did Call
daily’
Messag. change frequently Only $2
any toll

AUTOMOTIVE
BUY A NEW CAR hassle tree for I..
money You pick the model, make
and accessories We find you the
best deal, no oblIgetIon, indepen.
dent broker, references call KEN
at 726-0639

SI 0 hr Call collect (415)854-2067
ARE YOU FLEXIBLE? Executan has
several part.tIme posItIon even able Cell M-W -F 12-6
Ask for Amy

947-7666

86 HONDA CRX -St. power roof. Sap
Yamaha stereo larm. 36K ml
07,700 00 (606) 359-7406
03 TOYOTO TERCEL. DLX Intbeck, 4cyl, 5-spd, white, 100,000 rni SI,.
650 firm (406) 251-4109
79 DATSUN 210 Great student car
Two past owners SJSU grads’
Runs greet $1500 00
.718

(406) 247-

AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT OPERATORS needed on graveyd shift
and weekend shift (26-40 hr work
week) Requires 1.3 yrs mech or
eift assembly exp or aqui,. ed In
the sciences or computer prog
Must be U.S citizen We offer
100%
education
rehnb
Call
415 493-1.00, .445, VARIAN
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
Full and pen time permanent positions available Northern
California Nannies, 175 San Onto-

SHARE HOUSE RESPONSIBLE ftr
son 10 min to campus Good
parking, storage space & yard.
fireplace.
cable
Furn Unfurn
$340
1 3 utile Paul 972-3102

nio Rd. Suite 112, Los Altos, Ca
94022. (415) 949.2933
RECREATION LEADERS SPRING &
summer lobs Mountain View Res
Dept Apply by 323, 4189666331
COUNSELOR DIRECT

CARE

STAFF

needed el residential facilities tor
young adults & edoteriwnts with
autism & related disabilities Full
and part time positions *wettable
Starling 56-56 25k, Call 008)
446-3953
COUNSELOR GROUP HOME for autistic children Gr.I esperlence for
psych, spec
ad
and related
fields FT & PT positions Call M.
F 9-5.377-5412 377.1494
DYNAMIC

MARKETING & SALES
Coordinators and National Marketing Directors needed
You
choose your ificonw. level Bob
964-0668

FOREIGN STUDENTS & SCHOLARS
Intl businesses & inv.tors seek
foreign rationale with first hand
knowledge of economic, business. scientific. & political Condition. in home country for consult.

for your wedding party or dance
el r.soneble rates Call Desiree
or Phil at 270-5960 Y.922-7359

SACRAMEN.
TORUN For gnostics, religion is

God’s sense of mystery, not
man’s insistence on dogma Celebrate that mystery with us at
Mass. open to all. 3 P M Sundays
at the VW. Chapel of the ist
United Methodist Church, 24 N
5th St . San Jo. We also train
clergy, both male and female, who
share our vision For further information. call 374-7458 evenings
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC - Unwanted
hair removed forever Spfttells*
Confidential.
your
very
own
probe 247.7466. 335 S Beywood
Awe San Jose
EXAM FILES Inn Professors throughout the USA Ewen’ problems with
the prof.sors own detailed solutions Available for 6 Engineering
courses, Calculus. FIT. DM Fqn
Lin ANL Chem. 0.Chern, Physics
& more 23 different books mail.
able at Soren. Bookstore (downstairs) and Roberts Bookstore

&

year

mailable now
Salary L Ifeguerds $5 50-$6 40 hr
Pool Managers Si 00-56 601’,
Call 942-2470
round positions

MARKETING SALES

One of the best
71g
opportunities In Amerk
Ziggler. International Marketing
Our professionals net five & six
figures incomes monthly Corn.
pensatIon Includes commission
overrides, expenses 6 salary.
profit sharing, college tuition.

Extremely
complete insurance
high Income Call advanced Marketing Ask for Anthony 559-1825
PASSPORT UNLIMITED Is hiring for
4

eta,

restaurants

$150 00 guaranteed

25 hr wk
Kevin 727-

Capricorn ginfrIftd who Is 26years -old, that is born between
Dft 27.31, 1962 and Jan 1.19.

king $188

You get both pieces

Bunkbecla $129 Dedframes avail.
able now if your bed Isn’t giving
you the comfort or the support
you like, why not get new bed?
Our beds are very comfortable &
cheep Cell 945-85511
ESCHER T-SHIRTS Over 2001
Esther a most popular prints
March 13, 14 & 15. Mon -Wed out.

M C

GREEK

M 924-6314 Zoo rule*
Pete
Chi Omega *Islets think
are red and we are gonna
forever’ Love. Petty, Amy.

- Your
you ell
love ye
PhIlly

NANCY, THANKS FOR the blest on
happy
urn
Mountain
Sped,
won., the fun w telly and awn
Super
sweetheart
spode-Me
Greek
RAGING WATERS AT ATO Thank for
the slip and slide W., got down
and ditty’ Low, Chl Omega
TO JEN, I ern realty sorry I hope we
can work thing* out Alpha low.
Beth
TO THE VP of AOT Keep Oct smiling.
Hope to see you around -- The
running ATO

HELP WANTED
ADDRESS ENVELOPES $500.00 & up
per melt Send SASE RENTER,*
Aaeftlelea PO BOX 1247, San
JOfe, CA 116109 Need 25 people
ADONINSTRATION Of JUSTICE Nu
needed

tor

OFFICERS PROCESS

SECURITY
SERVERS Full pan time security
officer’s ell shifts Full Not time
evening process sewers We will
train Apply In person Mon -Fri.
9AM-4PM. 260 Meridian Ave. San
Jose, Acufects, Inc
AIDE for preschool

PT

$6 hr, 6 unite ECE mg HOBBIT
DAY NURSERY. 286-0683

FRANTICALLY SEEKING DATE for PD
In San Francisco Must be female,
reletively decent Please call Marc

dent

cords 371 S First SI

TEACHER

side the bookstore

(KAPPA SIG) TJ, Paul

RECORD STORE CLERK PT flexible
hours Must be 190, older Apply
in person at Underground Re-

Interviewing

TELEMARKETING,
Pert
SETTING

APPOINTMENT
tline.

POSSIBLE, daily cash
distance from campus.

57000k
Walking
triendly

Al.
atmosphere
supportive
ternoon & owning shifts even.
able Good voice & personality
Call BLAS 54 291-3033
TELEMARKETING. 5450 hr
bonuses And setting day eves P
S Beacom Ave. S J Call Todd at
298-5439

hr
WAITERS & WAITRESSES WANTED
Ion Witch shift Must be 21 or over
Apply 2 30-3 30 M-F 21111-7481
$6-$6 hr to start SO position. Reception Securlty, no ewp nes FT PT.
day swing grave shifts Weekly
pay dental med benefits We are
looking for friendly people to
Apply VANwork In Hi-tech
GUARD SECUINTY. 3212 Scott
Blvd. Santo Clare (between San
Tomas & Oftott)

HOUSING
ROOMMATE

WANTED TO

share

3

SlOE
1 -SHIRTS for fraternities, soroifilell,
clubs. business Custom screen
prinlIng on shirts, sweats, end
ackets Quality work it reasona-

tend.

home K’s so riasy. When you cell,
you will be told how to 1.ve your
own meesage or hear six different
messages Ng by others Thew
are messages horn people with all
rypee of Interest. When you hoar
something you like, give that pity
son call Thal It’ Cell today $2
1011,11 any

SERVICES
AUTO REPAIRS - Drakes, clutches.
tune-ups. etc . etc Cart 274-0800
kviietve Turbo 400 & old pick-up
truck

)

editing. resumes. word-processing All subacts
Qualified
writers
Rewriting Catalogue Work g
ante.
Low rates
Collegiate

PUBLISHING

SERVICES

Broc huree,

flyers.
graphic.
HIGH-TECH RESUME DESIGNS of
all fields up to evecuthas We
otter 20 postscript laser printed
copies of your r.unte plus 10
matching ...lopes for tuel 530.
FREE DELIVERY
Finellne De-

Ji

your 1-W student discount card
now Also ask about TWA GET
AWAY credit card Cat Andy ft
(408) 297-6609. TWA campus rep

Classified

TYPING

PROFESSIONAL

WORD

word processing our spoddly
ftcurecy
quality
Guarent.d
Free disk storage proofing Reasortable rat. Won. fast dependable, grammar-experienced College grads, . Cellos with pope’s,
report.,

theses

l.p

Science)

etc at 251-0449
ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL desktop publishing & word pro-

PRO-

cessing
reports,

CESSING Quick and reaso.ble
Fist turnaround Letter quality
Call Shelly (406) 247-7520

Pepere.tnoelsresteneu.
menuscrIpts

S

PJ-923-2309
ANN WORO PROCESSING Theses .
Reports Letters No time to type
your power, Cell Mary Ann at
Ann’s, Santa C14.4.241-5490

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time’ Pro.
reionai word-processing services that include fast turnaround,

A.I SECRETARY WITH COMPUTER

3862 to re.rwe your time now
Only 15 minutes from campus

word

PROCESS IT WRITE’ Faculty and *10’
dents can rely on ...hi
timely production of newsiettms

word proteesing needs Term papew. reports. resume., letters.

reports.

group protects, manuals, theses.
etc Letter quality’ All formats

SHIRLEY al 379.3519

GEN

PROFESSIONAL

protects. etc APA. MLA, Turebien
formats Ow. guar (27 yrs exp
Call

Rol 274.3684 (Mew message) *yeller.] days week

processing

EVERYONE

NEEDS

TYPING

Reasonable

rates

turnaround Close
Phone 792.4096

PROCESSING

trensc
term papers re
manuscripts,
reports
sum.,
Reas Wes prompt service Copy
Ty. Ctr. (Santa Clam) 964-

WORDPROC ESSMIG

On campus pickup delivery Letter quality Term papers, group
protects, these., resumes, tsculty

TYPYING & WORD
Ir. wars expert

PROCESSING
once

to

TYPiNG SVC
Reports & applications word pry
Car., consultations
ceasing

RESUME WRITING &

Bey ft.* rrr professional sew
ice Career Corner 1765 Scott

5548 941-0597
GO WITH THE BEST’ Topowilty sec
...el service for All you
WORD processing needs Grep,
Ice. chart., letters, reports, menu scripts.

Blvd, Santa Clara 243-4070
WORD PROCESSING

some

checking

transcription

Term papers theses resumes
manuscrtpta
Fest turnaround
Free disk storage Experienceo

papers
theses Lab our words work tor
you’ Editing, grammar & spell

time Why not make the best 1m-

resumes,

term

typist and 14.1 transcriber
1393

All work done on

Print Your Ad Here
(COunt approvmatety 30 0 (le,

* "

io

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

Two
One
Day
Days
3 I ines
$390
S480
4 Lines $4 80
$5 70
$660
5 L,nes $5,70
$750
6 ’,nes
$655
I ach Additional Line Add S

Three
Days
55 25
56 15
Si 00
$790
90

Four
Days
55 50
5640
Si 30
58 10

Five

Days
55 75
56 60
Si 50
S8 .2n

Each
E x.tra
Day
$1 00
SI 15
SI 30

Semester Rates (All Issues)
sq Ties $50 00 10-14 I ines S70 00
IS Plus

lines $9000

I ’r r11

Nrimr

AddreSS

Phone 924-3277
Crty

lecturer’. Hanover GSL S Veluable Member PrIvIkag. Call
947.72730, drop by our office at

P. Stmvte

nrlostn1

San Saner/or

MONEY FOR STUDENTS’? We match
students wtth avails.e financial
aid regerdle.a of gr.. or family
income Let our unlque computerized finding service provide you
will,
custom ilet of *ode**
After you 1111 out a date form, our

Caclii a Classification
Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale
Typing

lost P. Founo

Stereo

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95197

computer selects only Mo04
sources you are quell.ed to recelve. thus ensuring the best possible NH Our bendce is tow-coet

S.

Iasi
campus

tape

$1 50 per

Dn.
EVERGREEN

TYPING WORD

pubilcations

punctuation For prompt. 7 day
response
Nave message for
Parrot. et 1408) 760- ’821

age Affordable student & faculty
rites’ For thin professtonel. quick
& dependable worry -tree service
et Its best, call PAM et 247-2661
(5’Clare)

COMPUTER tastaccurete, near Hamilton & Winchester, Campbell Call

resumes,

mftuscrIpts, correspodence etc
Will aid in gremmer spelling-

plus APA. SPELCHEK. punctuaAll
tion. gremmer essistence
work guaranteed Free disk slot.

GL EN area

CALL LINDA TODAY for caperienced,
with Laser printer Th.., term
paws, group protects. etc All

AN EXPERIENCED SECRETARY lor
your ecademIc. tnalness. legel

*bio businets esperience and for.
WILLOW
mar English motor

0106)22S-9009

professional

PS Lase Printer, or printing Iron
your disk Both IBM & M. V corn
pulers Special student rate’ Call
Primly s WORDWORKS at 253or 253 -WORK

neatly.typed paper
For the bed

New grade

result. call Berbers at
WRITE TYPE -(409)972-9430

Torso
-an APA. & Cemptiell for.
mats) Equipment used Word
Perfect & HPLaserJetil Consider.

Close to school Avellable night
and day Rush jobs ere my spedollty Call P.m at (40612285025 cv

Academic

gets
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TWA OFFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
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tweezing Or using chemical 0.111
tortes Let me ...ninny re

Gwen Chalon., RE.
559-3500. 1645 S Bascom Ave
CC
’Heir Today Go. Tornor

John Lascurettes

Communications Berkeley (415)
PI -5036

ABSTRACT WERE NOT,

move your unwanted helr (chin,
bikini, tummy, maniac.. etc
15% discount to students end laculty Call before June I. 1989 and
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Academic, pep.. thesis stale
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Norb

406-9762002
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ble rates
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Contact Doug at (406)262-7377,
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SEWING AND ALTERATIONS Comal
and evening wear, specializing in

Young. P0 Bow 610966. San
Jose, CA 95161. (408) 629-5952

.962
MATTRESS SETS. NEW" BEDS"
Twin $115. toll IN. queen $129.

PROOFREADING,

GIRLFRIEND WANTED I’m 26-years.
old, cepricorn, male I m Woking
for
nice-looking, pretty, skinny.

N

SEASONAL

PROFESSIONAL

PERSONALS

TX 78205 or 800-6282828 Est 856
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Wanda Folk

AGRoPuUNG Tiqt LATEET SEW Or vIESO MASCO
YOIWAPE THE Alftv0h5 10247INCA45

RouriDED Sy BAWDY 5681(5 9602
.00.1E6r/ SLUES??

1963 if you’re interested, please
send your name, address, photos
end phone number to Mr Douglas

292-0645

Laugh Lines

Call Rey

WOW I MUfTVE ICEDNJ> GONE To
MEA1E/4VMERE ELSE PSULDI 0(4412-

Ing assistance For Info etod
resume to BCS Inri.700 SI Mersa
PI
Suite 1400 Sell Antonio,

FREE MEALS PLUS salary’ Be
kitchen helper at lunch and or
dinner It sorority Pisa. call

summer ceremonies
Larson at 257.7923

You’ve got the party, we’ve got
the music. Michel Productions
provides
wide variety of music

GNOSTIC*

OF COVE, WHEN
L.
srbv (DNS’ PER
THE ErnaLS ARE 77....o
FEET TALLER -THAN
05,’t)-1E-EK- TO -CHEEK"
TAKES Ots.1 NevJ, LESS
RonAANITIc Metornata6

94007, 1 -600-USA -1221. est 6153
PLANNING A WEDDING, Looking tor
I
non -denominational
service
w personal vows" Plan now for

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel. formerly of KSJS

ECCLESIA

3

and guerent.dt Call or write
Student Aid Service., 106 E Fremont Ac.. 5176, Sunny... Ca

VERY NICE? bedrm 2 bib apt (dean.
near SJSU Please call 268-9157
for Info

CHILDCARE

Spring Marketing Campaign Rep

FOR SALE

& dry & spacious arrangements
Good
place to
study
Rent
5270 rho Call Ken or Chew et 2801845.

IS IT TRUE?

Jeeps tor $44 through
the government? Call tor facts’ 1312.742.1142. awl 8115

bedroom. 2 bath apt at Cypress
Parks Very nice place with wash

... AND 1147.5
IT!

VAIDOJ , THERE’S OTHER
PSH itkt THE seA
)(NAGA KIE lt:VRSELF
our THERE, DANCING
CHEEK- ’TO- aim(
wiTm 50M6 CVTE
SEVENTH-GRADER ’

Jose area. The sunny days, however, may be
short-lived. Cloudy skies and showers are ex peeled later in the week.

Classified
FREE VISA MASTERCARD & SEARS
application for college students’
Just send
self addressed
stamped envelope to KAIHATSU
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Run-off
I., On page
important it is to istoted t students’
rights
Students need to know that they
can get help in fighting sevual hal discriminators giading
rasment
p1.10 ices Mut I andtiiit drug testing.
Sutheist said
Students have the right to be
heard. she said.
Stahel.’ adv ised students to "get
beyond party labels and political rheum,
and vote tor the indisidual
they think is best suited for the lob
Chugh agreed
" All of us ,it eeood candidates,
but students should sow tor the candidate ho can phis ide the hest leadership. he said.
Voting in the 11111-01f election will
take place in joint sit the Student
t’nun. Clark 1 lb’ ary and the bree/ew ay between the men’s and women’s gyms
toe/ Biers ow/Wrote,/ to tins report

POW

Daily highs

t rota page I
"(Our familyI has trust in God
that Jimmy is ill come back." she
said. "We still feel that way. Judy is one of thousands who have
to deal with missing family and
’Fiends from Vietnam and other
is
According to the National League
of Families of American Prisoners
and Alissing In Southeast Asia. there
are user 2.30D American servicemen
and cis Mans still missing and unaccounted for it Indochina. Since the
end sit the Vietnam War. nearly 61/0
American prisoners of war were returned.

Fee
/
/
would take Me plate ot SH-195 if
passed
Hie bill would teiterate the 10
oei,ent up in tee increases. a COMpioillise
i.!tire
reached by the
Ctiti . Ctil and CC representans es
ersny repiesentatis es are still
debating is holier the hill should
lime a one ii Iise-ear life, said
Oas id Haw km.. ("SS A’s legislatise
director -Ite decision will he made
h% the end ot this week, he said.
In either ise. rumors in the tap’
tal are that 1)erilonemin is ill set’, the
NH if passed by legislators. Kirmsse
said
The legislature is split along parts
Imes, and student of fivers are %tor !led ;Mout ohlaming hill support
iii iiithe ist,thirds of the legislature
necessary to ’is erride a gubernatorial
sem. she said

DESPERATELY
SEEKING
SCRUPLES

Alyssa Jensen Daily

staff photographer

James Bauer, a junior majoring in international relations, perfects his skatehioarding techniques outside Clark I ibrary.

The league performs Mort. such
as writing petitions and sending letters to these governments. The countries targeted by the NLF are Vietnam. Laos and Cambodia.
The group’s objective is to obtain
the release of all American prisoners
and get the fullest possible accounting for those still ’Hissing. They also
work to effect the return of remains
of those who died in action.
The week’s events at SJSU in dude an information booth in front
of the Student Union, where T-shirts
and bracelets still be sold. The
bracelets are engraved is ith the name
of someone who is listed as missing
in action.
On Wednesda night In the Guadalupe Room ’it the Student Union a
POW 511A Candlelight Vigil will he
held. hillmied by a speaker and a
mos zit 5:-15 p. M.
A POW MIA Flag Retreat will be
hekl Friday at the Fourth Street garage It100 p.m

’

Lisa IsaacsDaily staff photographer
Raj Sandhi’. a junior majoring in computer science, takes a moment to read about and remember %letnam POW’s still missing.

44 No matter how

bad they are,
Grandma loves
to hear the
latest jokes.,,

for dancing, romancing in
Waikiki, Honolulu’s
classiest nightclub. See you
when you get here. No cover
charge with student ID.

MAC & PC
RENTALS
1).11 N1 EEK NIONTII
HY: Discount w/ this ad
Computers To Go
746-2945
539 S. Murphy S’Vale

$25/200
PAYS FOR
A LOT OF
COLLEGE.

miss her sparkling
hum( ir she misses
;inil your likes. Even the
I-vad I ines. That’s one gixkl
!Vas( in to call long distanCe.
AT&T b ung Distancc service
is ani it her gi Si id easi in. BeI

.1(5k’

=

Talk It ()Ver \\itli Viillr

local Amw Recruiter
4300 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Suite 175
San Jose, CA 95179
Tel 243-n, -

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BL

it wsis less than Volt

grandiledj \
mo her stan Iii giggle heti we al even get to the
punch line.
so whenever you miss
I er laughter. hring ;I smile
to her lace with AUT. Reach
out ;Ind touch someone’,
lluiik

In the Ann\ , while
wu’re training in a valuable skill, vi Ill could e, in)
up to $12:),.:CC ti ir college
or approve.I
technical training
through the Montgomery
Cl Bill Plus the Army
College Fund. That’s
money that ci mid help
you attend just abt Ka any
educational proizram you
cht s1Se.

ii

Iii

\laid like to knin more
alit Kit NUM’ xlucts and
services. like the AT&T Gird,
callhis at I 800 222-0300.

Kim ( ()hcn.t, Iniversity of Wisconsin Class of 1990

AT&T

The right choice.

